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There has been emergence of skill-based industries in the recent past. Careers in Technology and
the IT industry are pursued by ambitious individuals in large numbers. 	Unlike in the past when
academic professions like Medical and engineering were given more preference by the youth, today
vocational fields are given equal consideration. Gone are the days when only the number of
degrees and diplomas decided ones career plan. In the present date and time skill and expertise is
given immense importance by industries all across the globe. The IT sector has witnessed
exponential growth in a span of just a few years. Today people have become extremely dependent
on technology. It has indeed become a part and parcel of daily life.

Since the IT Industry keeps expanding at a rapid pace there is increasing demand for skilled and
qualified individuals who have with them the capability to administer high-end operations and
manage stress in a proper manner. ICA Infotech emphasizes on bridging the growing gap between
need for skilled professionals in the IT field and the availability of them. The institute offers an array
of enriching study programs in various IT related fields. ICA Infotech endeavors to nurture
exceptional IT talent through relevant training and education. The institute is well-known for offering
comprehensive education in the promising sectors of Accounts and Finance besides imparting
holistic training in other relevant fields.

ICA Infotech aims at creating plenty job opportunities across various sectors for ambitious
individuals. Thus the institute endeavors to provide industry specific education through enriching
study programs that provide requisite training in the relevant fields. It offers a wholesome learning
environment to encourage training and education for the promising sectors of today. This is an ISO
certified institute that is testimony to the excellent quality of education it imparts to students and
aspiring individuals. The study programs boast of quality and excellence. These focus on nurturing
competent professionals of tomorrow by imparting skill-based and technology- based education. To
keep the students informed about changes in trends and techniques across various sectors, the
courses are regularly updated in accordance to industry fluctuations and dynamics.

ICA Infotech assures promising job opportunities in thriving IT sector. It provides 100%job
placements to students. Courses offered by the institute include, enriching study programs in
Accounts, Finance, Hardware, Networking, Share Market and many courses that are relevant to the
current market needs. The newly launched CIA courses by ICA are constructed in an effort to
lessen the increasing demand for bright and skilled accountants across the flourishing Industry

ICA Infotech ambitions to generate enormous employment opportunities for the youth by providing
skill-based education programs relevant to the current industry requirements.
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